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o THE FORMATION OF SMALL MARGINAL LAKES 0 1 
THE JUNEA ICEFIELD, SOUTH -E ASTERN ALASKA, U .S.A. 

By MATT! SEPPALA 

(Maantieteen Laitos, Turun Yliopisto, SF -20500 Turku 50, Finland) 

ABSTRACT. This paper puts forward an ex pl anation of the origin o f sma ll ma rgina l la kes (superglacial or 
moat lakes) occasionall y found on the edges of valley glaciers. The explanation d eparts from earlier theori es. 
On the bas is of observations mad e on th e Juneau Ice£leld in sou th-eas tern Alaska, I have com e to the con
clu ion that the la ke basins are primarily blow-outs form ed as a result of wind eros ion. 

R ES ME. Sur laformation des petits lacs marginaux sur le Juneall fcejield dans l' Alaska dll Sud-Est, U.S. A . CeL 
articl e avance une explication d e l'originc des pe tiLs lacs marginaux (lac surg lacia ire o u lac d e bordure) 
que l'on tro uve parCois a ux con£lns d es glac iers d e va llee. L'explica tion s'ecarte des theories precedcntcs. 
Sur la base d es observations Ca ites auJuneau Ice£leld dans l'Alaska du ud-es t, j 'en suis venu a la conclusion 
que les bassins lacustres sont d es formations d 'o rigine eo lienne resultan t d e I'erosion par le vent. 

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG . Ober die B ildwlg kleiner Randseen am l Ullea ll-Eiifeld, Sadost-Alaska, U.S.A . Die Arbeit 
cnlh ii!t einc Erklarung d er Entstehung kl einer Randseen (a uf d em Eis oder zwischen Eis und Moriine 
("Gra ben" -Seen)), wie sie gelegentlich a n den Randern von Talgle tschern zu £lnden sind. Die Erkla rung 
gehl von frilheren Th eorien a us. AufGrund von Beobachtungen am Juneau-Eisfeld im sildostlichen Alaska 
bin ich zu d em Schluss gekommen, dass di e Seenbecken ursprilngli ch Auswehungsform en sind, di e durch 
Winderos ion en tstanden. 

I NTR ODUCTION 

Small " moat lakes", som etimes empty, som etimes fill ed with water, are encountered on 
the edges of glacial firn areas of the J uneau I cefield in south-eastern Alaska. Earlier explana
tions for such minor marginal lakes are that they may develop alongside nunataks owing to 
refl ec ted heat from the rock (e.g. Embleton and King, 1968, p . 424). 

In the summer of 197[ I was afforded the opportunity of making observations on t\\'o 
marginal lakes on the J uneau I cefield: ( [ ) Lake Linda at the uppermost end of Lemon Creek 
Glacier (lat. 58° 2[' N ., long. [34° 22' W. ; approximately 1 200 m a .s.!. ), and (2) Salla Lake 
at Icy Basin, a cirque on the margin of Taku Glacier about 27 km above its terminus (lat. 
58° 39' N., long. 134° 1[ ' "',T.; approximately I 150 m a. s.!. ) (Fig. T) and , in addition, a 
number of other lakes by means of air photographic interpretation. 

EXPOSURE, FORM AND SIZE OF THE LAKES 

Lake Linda is situated between the Lemon Creek Glacier firn area and the moraine which 
forms the end wall of the glacier. Even on the rock-wall side, the oval-shaped lake basin is 
bordered for the most part by snow and ice (Fig. 2). It runs in a south-east to north-wes t 
direction , approximately that of the prevailing wind. The basin is a bout 300 111 long, about 
60 m broad at its widest point and about 25 m deep (Fig. 2). The slopes bordering the basin 
are steep; in some cases the slope was as much as 60°. InJuly 197[ , onl y an area measuring a 
little more than 100 m in length in the bottom of the basin was fi ll ed with water (Fig. 3). 
Because of the ice divide to the north of Lake Linda, the glacier Rows slowly towards the lake 
basin even though the main flow of the glacier is in the oppo ite direction (Fig. 2). 

SaJla Lake li es between the rock bank which rises steeply toward the northern edge of Ice 
Basin and the glacier (Fig. 7) ' The cl iff side of SaJla Lake i bounded in the cen tre by ice 
and at either end by rock . The southern edge is completely ice bound. The lake is elongated 
in form and the direction of its longitudinal axis is 030°-210°. The eastern end of the lake is 
broader than the western end. The lake basin is about 550 m long, has a maximum width of 
about 120 m and is about 12111 deep (Fig. 4) . The slope bordering the lake is gentler than 
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Fig. I. Map of the southern and central part of Juneau lcefield with location of the investigated small marginal lakes. 

those of Lake Linda. The maximum inclination of the slopes is about 45°. The declivity of the 
surface of I cy Basin and crevasses in the ice indicate that the glacier flows from south, east 
and west towards the lake basin and tries to fill it (Fig. 5). In the bottom of the lake there can 
be found old blue ice composed of large crystals (5- 10 cm in diameter) . In July and August 
197 I , there was no longer any water in the lake. 

FORMATION AND DEVELOPMENT OF THE LAKES 

The formation of glaciers and the positions they occupy in mountainous tracts -are largely 
dependent not only on the topography but also on the direction of the winds that bring snow 
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CONTOUR INTERVAL 50 METRES 

Fig. 2. Position of Lake Linda. Ice-free areas are shown by dots. The whole deflation basin is marked in black. Cl7 is a 
permanent camp site. The dashed line is the subglacial outlet of the lake . 

., . 

Fig. 3. General view of Lake Linda looking south-east. Photograph by the author, 1 2 July 197 I. 
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Fig. 4. Position of Salla Lake. Dotted areas are nunataks. Line A-B indicates the profile line of Figure 6. CID is the main 
camp site on the J uneau Icefield. 

to the area. On the Juneau I cefield strong winds blow from the southern sector, principally 
from the south-east, and cause drifting (Miller , 1967, p . 208) . This can be seen from the 
accumulation forms of the snow on the field and also from air photographs. Consequently, 
more snow tends to accumulate on the northern sides of the nunataks than on the southern 
sides, which face the wind. If the nunatak is in the form of a ridge following the direction of the 
wind , then a wind channel is formed on one or both sides . The snow does not pile up in su ch 
a channel to the same degree that it does elsewhere . This has happened in the case of Lake 
Linda. 

If there is a steep wall of rock a t right-angles to the direction of th e wind, this causes 
eddying curren ts of wind to be formed which blow upwards, downwards or to th e sides. They 
prevent in part the snow from piling up (Fig. 6) . Such has been the case with Salla Lake. 
In the winter of ' 970- 7' the snow that had accumulated in the bottom of the lake was 
between, and 3 m thick judging from the m elted snow that remained (Fig. 7) . The thickness 
of the corresponding layer of snow on the even surface of nearby Taku Glacier was about 5 m . 

The lake basin continues to d evelop in such a way that m elt water from the surface of the 
glacier and the slopes of the nunatak collects in the depression originally made by the wind. 
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Fig. 5 . View of Salla Lake looking down the slope of the nunatak towards Icy Basin. Crevasses surrounding the lake can be 
seen on the surface of the glacier. 3 1 J uly 1971. (cf Figs. 4 and 6.) 

Such a pond enlarges its basin by melting the walls and floor by the heat of the water (cf. 
Maag, 1969), which is carried to the periphery and the bottom by convec tion currents (er. 
Sharp, 1947, p. 44) . Melting lumps of ice and snow which have risen from the bottom or 
fallen from the sides of the lake float in the water. 

M elt water flowing down from the slopes of the nunatak carries with it considerable 
quantities of sediment, which make the water muddy and at the same time dirty the floor of 
the lake and the ice and snow floating in the water. The lake may be emptied of water, 
sometimes catastrophically rapidly (Asher, 197 1) , as in the case of many ice-dammed lakes of 
other types (cf. G len, 1954; Aitkenhead, 1960; Marcus, 1960; Lindsay, 1966), when the ice floats 
to the surface and allows the water to drain out by way of a crevasse or tunnel in the bottom 
of the lake. A distinct dirty area is then left on the sides of the lake basin showing the extent of 
the water. Lumps of floating ice are deposited on the floor of the basin and, together with 
rocks which have rolled into the lake, form a chaotic topography (Fig. 7) . 
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Fig . 6. Profile line A - B (see Fig. 4) showing the snow-drifting winds and snow accumulation (dots ) on the Icy Basin glacier. 
Ke.y to ~ymbols : I . Bedrock; 2. Ice; 3. Snow deposits; 4. Crevasses; 5. Approximate bottom of glacier; 6. Wind direction. 
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Because of the sediments, the albedo decreases and ablation increases to such a degree 
that nearly all of the snow which has piled up in the winter melts in the course of the summer 
and drains away as water through the bottom of the basin. The running water also helps to 
melt the ice in the bottom of the basin. There is a considerable difference in the albedo and 
ablation values for clean and dir ty snow. This is clearly shown in the blocks of snow which 
have been floating in the water. These assume a mushroom-like shape of which the top 
consists of clean snow, while the foot is formed of the snow which has been under the water 
and has consequently m elted much more quickly (Fig. 7). 

Fig. 7. M ushroom-like blocks of snow at the bottom of the Salla Lake basin. Note the snow cnver on the slope of the nunatak. 
29 J uly 197 1. 

The amount of heat refl ected from the slopes of the nunatak is so small as not to be of any 
real significance as an abla tion agent for the snow and ice lying in the lower parts of the lake 
basin. This is clearly seen from the position of Lake Linda (Figs. 2 and 3), situated as it is a t 
the foot of a slope facing north. As far as Salla L ake is concerned , the slope does in fact face 
more or less south but in spite of that on the cliff side the lake is bounded by ice and snow in 
the centre. On the rock slope a nd the ice there was still white snow right down to the very 
edge of the water as late as the beginning of August 1971 (Figs. 4 and 7). Farther up the slope 
the snow had melted . 

The following winter , snow piles up on the uneven surface of the bottom of the lake, bu t 
not in any great quan tities . The snow accumulates for the most part in calm weather, even 
though drift snow blowing across the bed of the lake may collect to some degree because of the 
unevenness of the ground. H owever, for the most part the wind carries the snow to the edges 
of the basins. In any case the depression still exists the following spring ; possibly its drainage 
tunnel has frozen solid in the course of the winter and so the basin can once more fill with 
water. The process then continues in the same way as during the preceding summer. 

CONCLUSIONS 

To confirm this theory of the origin of small marginal lakes, which is based principally on 
morphological and exposure factors, individual observations on the accumulation of snow, on 
ablation and microclimatic conditions in the lake basins should be carried out in the future. 
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T here a re, in any case, a number of factors which provide evidence to the effect that too 
much importa nce has been hitherto a ttached to the in fl uence exerted by heat reflected from 
nuna taks. 
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